Euro Pratik is an innovative designer and importer of products, with an objective of creating a world-class interior & exterior environment. At our core, we are design driven and we apply that creative thought process to both product development and internal operations.

With credible experience, expertise & understanding of the interior décor industry, we have been able to achieve great heights by sourcing importing materials from Canada, Germany, Italy, Malaysia, Korea, Thailand, Indonesia, Vietnam, Burma, Netherlands and USA, thereby bringing desirable global interior décor solution closer to the Indian market at a competitive cost.

Note: There can be colour variation in material from different batches. It is advisable to see some batch material to avoid colour variation. Actual colour of Sapphire Sleek may slightly vary from the sample passed in this brochure.
A reflection of style and class, this Solid series is all about it.

LUXIBOND is the recommended Adhesive to use with these laminates.
SOLIDS

Experience superior and solid luxury

LUXEBOND is the recommended adhesive to use with these laminates.
METALLIC & SPARKLE

Regally grand surface impressions

Special in their own way, these laminates are the perfect addition to every ambiance.
METALLIC & SPARKLE

Shine bright and bold

LUXEBOND is the recommended Adhesive to use with these laminates.
Crafted for excellent vibes

Classy
MARBLE & RUSTIC

Timeless

Create radiant and fabulous décors

Sapphire sleek glass laminate

Relax amidst stylish eminence

Take your space several notches above with our unbeatable and sleek glass laminates.
MARBLE & RUSTIC

Glamour

Spectacles of refined brilliance

Graceful
MARBLE & RUSTIC

Urbanity

Natural designs now come with impressive modern features.

Dominate the worldwide aesthetics

Make way for glorious and rustic elegance of these marble inspired surfaces.
6H ANTI SCRATCH

15360 | SPARKLE METALLIC  
15300 | SOLIDS
15361 | SPARKLE METALLIC
15364 | SOLIDS
15306 | SOLIDS
15356 | SPARKLE METALLIC
15306 | SOLIDS
15352 | SPARKLE METALLIC
15302 | SOLIDS
15358 | SPARKLE METALLIC
15355 | SPARKLE METALLIC

LUXERION® is the recommended Adhesive to use with these laminates.